Jabra Engage Series

Engineering challenge: To deliver superior wireless power, sound quality and talk time without compromising the headset size.

Technical innovations:
- Advanced codecs use the DECT wireless frequency more efficiently
- Microphone eliminates sound from non-key speakers
- Speaker software powers all incoming calls to a user-defined sound level that is constant over the day
- Audio signals are packaged and transported in the exact size needed instead of a standard size
- Speaker software separates noise from talk, reducing user stress

Delivering:
- All day battery life
- Crystal clear calls, even in noisy offices
- Up to 150m wireless range
- Ability for up to 3x as many users to work wirelessly

Engineering fast facts:
- 115,440 hours R&D time
- 40 engineers
- 4 new patents

Engineered to be the world’s most powerful professional wireless headsets*

* Relates to Jabra Engage 75/65 Stereo & Mono. February 19, 2018. See facts on Jabra.com/commercial-claims

**Variant dependent

Find your Jabra Engage today: Jabra.com/Engage